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TT No.48: Keith Aslan - Sat 16th January 2016; Margate v Chelmsford; Conference 

South; Kick-Off: 15.00; Result: 4-1; Admission: £12 (twelve); Programme: £2; 

Official attendance: 732. 

Although I had a pass out to go wandering, I had been struck down with a bad dose 

of apathy and I couldn't be bothered travelling this weekend so it was a short bus 

ride across the Thanet tundra for a dip into the over rated, over-priced "5th 

division". Margate's days as a tourist destination are long gone. The famous 

Dreamland amusement park has reopened this summer after 20 years. It used to be 

free but now costs £16 to get in. And while in town why not visit the brand new 

"Turner Contemporary Art Gallery"? Because it's rubbish, that's why. But it does 

have a very nice coffee shop overlooking the sea replete with succulent waitresses. 

The centre is a ghost town where boarded up shops outnumber those still open 

(and when Primark shuts down you know you've got problems). Most of the 

population look like they'd be more at home on the Jeremy Kyle Show, and not for 

nothing is the place known locally as Benefits-on-Sea. Conversely the football team 

is on the rise thanks to the mega rich Laslett brothers bankrolling the club. They 

have ambitions of getting into the Football League. I have ambitions of winning 

Wimbledon. Both are equally realistic. 

Not one of the best grounds around there are two ways of looking at it. Anyone 

who visits now will be disappointed if they had been to Hartsdown Park in its glory 

days with the magnificent stand, changing rooms underneath, ample terracing and 

cover on all four sides. But, if like me you'd seen the place when it was shut down, 

derelict and literally a tip, you would be amazed that it's been turned back into a 

football ground at all. All that remains of the old place is the covered terracing 

behind the near goal. An Atcost stand to your left, portacabins housing the 

changing rooms to your right, and behind the far goal some temporary seating with 

no protection from the North Sea making it one of the coldest places on earth to 

watch football. It's around a 15- minute walk from the station (useful on the odd 

weekend when there actually any trains) and the club run a shuttle service that 

picks up from various points in the town including the station. Judging by the 

amount of people on the bus I can't see it lasting too long. This was the only 

football match being played in the vicinity this afternoon. With no Kent County 

League teams on the island and the Thanet Saturday League disbanding in the 

summer after 60 years due to lack of clubs, the big two Gates, Mar and Rams, are 

the only teams that play on the island on a Saturday afternoon. 

The clubhouse was heaving pre. match with the lunchtime footy being shown on a 

big screen. Back out on the terraces the tannoy was blaring out an eclectic mix of 

pop music, although the playlist contained far too much of that awful rap music. I 

assume the 'C' is silent! The £2 programme isn't the greatest read, and like 

everything else in this league, is overpriced. Also, unless you are actually in danger 

of fading away through malnutrition, I'd give the burger van a miss. Margate didn't 



start the season too well and ex Wimbledon manager Terry Brown was sacked in 

November, somewhat harshly I thought, with goalkeeper Nikki Bull put in 

temporary charge. Admitedly results have picked up a bit and a giddy mid table 

finish now looks to be on the cards. Margate laid the foundations for today’s 

victory in the first half which saw them 3-1 ahead before soaking up the pressure 

in the second, and riding their luck a bit, before tying things up with a fourth late 

on. 

Unusually for a Saturday I was home ridiculously early which gave me a rare 

opportunity to see the League of Wales live game on SC4. Like the rest of the solar 

system Mongolia gets English football on T.V. but my young lady was having 

difficulty in rationalizing the Premier League with tonight’s offering of 

Aberwystwyth v Newtown. She also couldn't get her head round the commentary 

being in a foreign language, but the post-match interviews taking place in English. 

I explained that not many people actually speak Welsh even in Wales to which she 

asked the question why the whole programme wasn't in English? Why indeed!  
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